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SUMMARY 

This paper •nvest•gates the e•fects ot• a new h•.ghway facility on the traffic on all roads 
wi•thin •ts range of impact° The measurement o• these d•rect effects is discussed in relation 
to tra•t•c assignment procedures and a descriptive classification £or various categories o£ 
traffic •s presented° Various strategies for estimating these secondary tra•£[c changes are 
rev•.ewed in relation to transportation planning procedures and h•rther quantitative research 
is recommended° 
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THE IMPACT OF NEW URBAN HIGHWAYS ON COMMUNITY TRAFFIC 

by 
M•chael Jo Demetsky 
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INTRODUCTION 

Th•s report presents the results of an investigation of the secondary or local 
traffic changes resulting from the opening of a new urban h•ghway, as one phase of the 
project outlined in the working plan ent•.tled "Impact of Urban H•ghways on Env•ronmento 

,,(I) 
An exhaustive listing of highway •mpacts on the env[ronment can be broken down into a 

d•chotomy of d•rect and indirect effects° The former, wh•.ch are of concern here, relate 
to actual usage of the transportation system, wh•le the latter tnd[cate the •mpact of trans- 
port investment upon the socioeconomic environment of the system° The elements •n 
the respective categories are •n no sense mutually exclusive and it •.s •mportant to be 

aware of this fact when del[neat•ng the various elements for analys[so 

Th•s report considers the problem o£ measuring the direct effects of a new h•ghway 
•ac•l•ty on the traffic ot• other roads within an appropriate system o.• •nil.uence and notes 

any natural t•es to the so-called •ndirect e•t•eCtSo The outputs reelected from this task 
correspond w•th measures •dent•fied and quantified by prev•.ous economy studies where the 
major goal was to estimate the costs and be•.efits that would accrue to the users o£ a 

transportation system as a result of an improvement to the system° (2, 3,4) The most 
elementary type of economic study relates only to trat•fic volumes on the new £ac[l•ty (2) 
but more comprehensive analyses indicate a need to spec•£y and measure a more d•vers•fied 
type ot• system trat•fico For exampie, Fester and Beasley, (5) •n their classic analys•s •£ 
the proposed Victoria Rapi.d Transit Line in London, c•.ted benefits in v•ew o• the following 
"types" ot• traffic: traffic diverted to the Victoria Line, traffic not d•verted to the V•ctor•a 
Line, and generated tra£fiCo This strategy •s also appropriate •n the analysis of a new 

h•ghway t•ac•l•ty as can be seen in the l[teratureo (4,6, 7) 



A basic problem of the economy study is that the required descriptive information 

on network traffic is not readily compatible with the outputs from the transportation 
planning process° The inputs for the economy study arise from the traffic assignment 
methodology, which concentrates on areawide major street and expressway volumes. 
Traffic flows on smaller streets are usually not measured because they are not 
included in the coded network (here the costs of greater detail have been considered 
to outweigh the value of the additional information obtained). Thus, in view of 

current practice• the question of increasing the detail of the traffic assignment 
methodology or devising other strategies which render info.rmation on more detailed 
secondary traffic volumes must be considered. This report• therefore, investigates 
the nature of• and the methodology required to measure• the impact of a new highway 
facility on the traffic of all roads within its •ange of impact° 

TRAFFIC ASSIGNMENTS 

Traffic assignment is the last process in a series of analytical planning models 
commonly referred to as the transportation planning process. The purpose of this 
procedure is to translate trip making potential (origin-destination flows by mode) into 
actual traffic volumes on specific transportation facilities. The basic inputs to traffic 
assignment are a coded network of transportation (highway, in this case) facilities 
and a matrix of inter-area automobile trip interchanges. The coded network is an 

abstraction of the real road system in a form suitable for digital computer programming. 
It usually contains only the major routes in an area and does not include local or 

community streets at the level required for an environmental study. 

The trip interchanges (distributed traffic) are assumed to originate and terminate 
at central points (centroids) in each analysis zone. All ma•or street intersections and 
freeway interchanges are assigned numbers referred to as nodes; each segment of a 

facility between two nodes is called a linko Thus, each zonal centroid is connected to 

every other centroid in a system by a series of links called a tree° The computer 
program assigns traffic volumes to each link based on some minimum path criterion* 

over relatively long periods of time (usually 24 hrso )o 

The simplest method• the all or nothing method• assigns all trips to the shortest 
freeway route or to the showiest alternate arterial route• based on a comparison 
of travel times° A more refined approach uses diversion cu•ges, and the most 
sophisticated rely on a capacity restraint strategy which eliminates overassignment 
on a given route or link. 



The primary concern here •s the level of detail g•ven by the coded network and the 
t•me period of reported volumes rather than the nature o• the specific minimum path 
algorithm ut•l•zedo In present terminology, the assignment o• traffic to a smaller sub- 
network w•th•n the primary coded network falls •nto an area of analys•s re•erred to as 
m•cro ass•gnment• Such assignments relate to a very detailed street network and prozess 
traffic on a c•ty block-to-block basis over very short •ntervals o• t•me (•o eo, 5 m•nute 
•nt'e•rvals)o It •s also appropriate to mention that the m•cro assignment operates on 
micro areas that are compatible w•th a definition of community traffic (io eo, the local 
traffic on all roads and streets •n a particular geographical area affected by a proposed 
h•ghway fac•lity)• 

The micro assignment then performs assignments on local streets which lie within 
the macroscopic framework of conventional traffic assignment procedures° Interface 
with the latter is required as nodes in the basic assignment model provide boundary 
conditions for the micro assignment. At present, the micro assignment techniques 
available are quite rudimentary and further research and development }s required before 
widespread applications are possible° 

Consequently, current evaluations of the impact of new facilities on total communities 
are to a large degree relatively intuitive and arise from subjective judgements based upon 
the physical capacities, orientation, zoning, etco of local streets° In many cases, such 
approaches are highly acceptable as they require the experience of local officials to 
evaluate public projects in view of community goals. This is not meant to imply, however, 
that a comprehensive quantitative methodology is not a valuable tool; since it is needed to 
provide consistency in statewide applications. 

TRA FFIC ADJUSTMENTS 

A previous section noted a "personification" of traffic in order to meet the goals of 
economy studies. Since a total environmental analysis must relate ecological relation- 
sh•ps (io eo, man-environment interactions) whenever possible, a humanization of traffic 
descriptors (user-trip relationships) appears appropriate° By extending these ideas 
into pract}ce, the following categories are presented to indicate present, redistr}buted, 
and new traffic° 

Present Traffic 

Existing Traffic---The directional traffic on the system prior to the provision of a new 
improved facility° 
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Redistributed Traffic 

D}verted Trafftc--Exist}ng highway travel that is a•tracted to the new facility without 
a change of or}g•n or desttnat[ono 

Transferred Traffic--That component of existing traffic wh}ch is attracted to the new 
h[ghway facility from other modes of travel° 

Sh}fted Traffic---That component of existing traffic which }s attracted to the new facility 
and exh}b•ts a change in or}g•n and/or dest}nationo 

Generated or Induced Traffic---A consequence of a new h}ghway facility only because that 
new facility is ava•lableo 

Natural Traff}c--• A result of the natural growth rate in traffic generating activity independ- 
ent of network modificat}ono 

Developed Traff}c--Traffic developed after a facility }s completed because of any chang- 
}ng use of the land served by the. h}ghway facility (overlaps natural, 
d•verted, and transferred traffic }n some cases)° 

Measures of the above can be }nferred to }ndicate the }mpact of a new h}ghway facility 
on the streets and roads w•th}n the geographical area affected by the proposed facility. 

The actual count of pre-fac•l•ty and post-fac•l}ty local traffic patterns can be obtained 
v}a before and after stud}es, but the measurement of each •nd}v}dual traffic component is 
relat}vely complicated as w•l.l be shown later° The before and after }nformation, however, 
presents a potential for establish}rig s•mpl•fied empirical relationships between traffic 
and local social, econom}c, and geograph}c cond}t•OnSo Such models would be similar to 
the type which relate the average flow dur}ng peak per•.ods to the average flow during peak 
hours as a function of the population of the commun•ty, the location of the point of interest 
from the CBD, and the peak hour volume° (8) In th•s case hypotheses can be tested concern- 
•ng approximate relat•onsh}ps between traffic volumes and such possible indicators as 
or•entat}on toward new facilities (parallel or feeder roads), d•stance from the new facility, 
population density, commercial act[v}ty, etCo The purpose of a new facility, whether it is 
}ntended as a CBD feeder or an urban bypass, also provides implications as to the type of 
•mpact it may have on local streets° 

Th•s approach of utilizing simplified relat}onsh}ps •s very appeal}ng when previous 
s•ud•es on the performance of urban h[ghway systems are vi•wedo (9, 10, 11) McElhiney(9) 
notes that although various new freewa:}s observed [n Los Angeles become overloaded during 



a few peak hours, they have significantly reduced utilization of paralleling arterialso 
also stated here that off-peak flows experienced better levels of service in all caseso 

It was 

The experience of Chicago's Congress Street Expressway (10) also shows that parallel 
streets benefited, even though total travel within the study area increased. In this instance, 
traffic volumes on local streets decreased 7 percent° This study also cited secondary tncreases 

on some nearby arter•als. More specifically, the opening of the Congress Street Expressway 
led to significant volume increases on intersecting north-south arterialso Similar observa- 
ttons were also obtained tn Boston. (11) 

The previous d•scuss•on, therefore, develops a deeper insight •nto a network utiliza- 
tion pattern than that realized in typical traffic assignment analyses° The potential use of 
"before and after" data in impact analyses must be given consideration in v•ew of the 
relatively static data obtained in cross-sect•onal origin-destination stud•eso In the next 
section an alternative approach to the study of community traffic, which is indicative of a 

more detailed assignment methodology, is presented° 

TRAFFIC FORECASTS 

The previous d•scussion cited three primary methods for predicting the impact o£ a 

new h•ghway £acility on local or community trat•fic which are now summarized in order o• 
their presentation •n this paper. 

1) Empirical models based on before and after data 

2) Micro assignments 

3) Subjective evaluations 

Detailed estimates of traffic volumes on local streets are necessary •n order to com- 

pletely evaluate the environmental impact of a new h•ghway fac•l•tyo The considerations 
necessary to the development of a comprehensive quantitative methodology can be associated 
•n reference to the modeling system of the transportation planning process, which is shown 
in F•gure 1• The shaded blocks represent the prediction of "direct effects" or traffic 
volumes° A micro assignment model would appear subsequent to the traffic assignment 
phase and would then bring traffic volume estimates to the community level° 

The relationships between this modeling process and the descriptive traffic-tr•p 
adjustments are somewhat vague. Existing traffic is easily measured v•a volume counts 
and/or or•g•n•dest•nat•on surveys. These measures present a definite characterization of 
the "before" s•tuat•ono The redistributed traffic measures, however, are rather •mpl•c•t 
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in this process. Diverted traffic is accounted •or by the assignment model and transferred 
traffic is indicated in the model split analysis, i.e., the increased number o• auto trips at 
the expense o• transit as the result o• a new or improved •acility. Trip distribution 
procedures which render desire lines o• travel can be used to show shiRed traffic patterns. 
Thus, redistributed traffic measures can be obtained •rom the planning models by inputting 
the existing small area land use distribution and new system .characteristics, 

The estimation of new traffic is, however, a more complicated matter since the 
estimates are directly related to changes in land use. The post-facility small area land 
use allocations are the result of two specific events; natural growth pattern over time and 
growth and redistribution as a result of the new facility. Thus, the accuracy of estimated 
traffic is relative to the accuracy of the socioeconomic and land use changes which provide 
the primary inputs to the traffic models. Increased accessibility between zonal pairs will 
induce local traffic to seek.more distant destinations and thus more inter-zonal trips would 
be generated. Also, natural traffic growth is the result of the projected growth in land use 

activity and is directly vulnerable to errors in such forecasts. Finally, developed traffic, 
by definition, follows the growth resulting from new transportation and shows the need to 
make socioeconomic activity sensitive to the same. In the framework shown in Figure 1, 
the iterative process, which is implied by the traffic assignment to the small area land 
use information channel, is directed toward making the land use allocation sensitive to 
transportation. 

The descriptive traffic measures that were noted at their accountable stages within 
the planning process become blurred by the end of the analysis and, if such fine descriptors 
of local traffic are warranted, their origination within the modeling system must be traced. 
Accounting for the traffic adjustment terminology within the framework of the transportation 
planning process, therefore, gives a refined analysis of traffic impacts. 

The technique cited that derives simplified empirical relationships for the impact of 
a new highway on local traffic is useful either as a substitute for or a complement to the 
conventional model system. These measures that derive from "before and after" data can 
ultimately be used as a cross check on the validity of alternative approaches, in particular, 
micro assignment strategies. Approximate procedures can be used to indicate '•feasible 
alternative designs", which may then be subjected to the more rigorous analysis via micro 
assignment techniques. 

The value of subjective evaluations of local traffic which combine experience and 
relatively macroscopic information should not go unnoticed. The more sophisticated 
mathematical methods may render diminishing returns, as their results may not provide 
additional accuracy worthy of the extra costs. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Th}s paper has investigated the nature, measurement, and implications within con- 
temporary urban transportation planning methodology of the secondary traffic impacts 
resulting from the opening of a new highway facility° These traffic data are a primary 
requirement for a comprehensive analysis of the impact of a new road on the urban 
environment, since traffic volumes provide the basis for estimates of such environmental 
consequences as air and .no•se pollution levels, high volumes on previously bypassed 
residential streets, and social adjustments. It was shoWn that the conventional trans- 
portat•on planning methodology does not provide measures of traffic volumes at the level 
of detail required to study local community traff[co The micro assignment approach is a 
possible means of adapting traff}c assignment techniques to community analysis and is 
compat}ble with the goals of env}ronmental analys•so 

Since the range of environmental impacts is very broad, consisting of the physical, 
economic, soc}al, etco effects on man and his environment, social as well as dimensional 
qualities of traffic should be recognized. Thus, it Was necessary to indicate a relatively 
subjective class}ficat•on of traffic; namely, redistributed and new traffic° Such a class- 
ification then makes it possible to cite intangible ecological impacts as well as physical 
disturbances on the community. 

The goals of a particular study must establish exactly what impacts the traffic data 
are required to relate in terms of environmental consequences° The traffic analyst or 
planner can then utilizethe appropriate procedures to provide the desired information° It 
is conceivable that different urban structures within the Commonwealth will reflect the 
need for more than one means of traffic evaluation and, hence, the three approaches dis- 
cussed here must be thoroughly investigated to test their validity and to establish guidelines 
for application° Accordingly, s•tuations where•n only subjective evaluations are sufficient 
should be fi•lly described° 

Further research •s requiredto determine if micro ass•.gnment models are in fact 
worthwhile° Their validity can be examined with before and a•ter data° Such •nformation 
can also be employed to test empirical models that d•rectly relate traffic changes to such 
measures as prior traffic, orientation in reference to. the new facility, proximity to the 
new road and land use distr[but•onso Therefore, it is concluded here that only after more 
thorough research on local traffic •mpacts is accomplished can general guidelines for 
measuring secondary traffic •mpacts which meet the needs o• environmental studies be 
presented° 
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